
SINGLE PARENT DOMESTIC ADOPTION

In our experience, there has never been a better time for single parents to pursue domestic adoption. Indeed,
approximately one-quarter of child are growing up.

Our expertise has consistently expanded the benefits of adoption to more children and the many different types
of prospective parents who want to love them. Although, adopting and parenting a child as a single individual
requires diligence, it is extremely possible. Children who are raised in a single-parent adoptive household are
being raised by parents who are secure, stable and most likely had happy childhoods of their own. Financial
protection â€” Make sure the agency you choose has some sort of financial protection system in place in the
event that you experience an adoption disruption. That said, some adoption professionals do have marriage
requirements for the hopeful adoptive parents they work with. Dealing With Guilt After investing so
muchâ€”both financially and personallyâ€”including fertility treatments or traveling around the world to
finalize the legalities of international adoption, both married and single adoptive parents may struggle with
high expectations as they transition to a life with their child. Some, however, are either specifically looking for
single moms and dads or are willing to consider the idea. Single Parent Adoption Single Parent Adoption at
AdoptHelp Since our inception, AdoptHelp always has been a place where everyone who wants to become a
parent is welcome In our experience, there has never been a better time for single parents to pursue domestic
adoption. They hope to ultimately parent their child with a partner. Traditional View of Parenting Despite the
greater acceptance of single parent adoption, the traditional view of parenting â€” that a child needs both a
mother and a father for healthy growth and development â€” is still out there. If you wish to place your baby
in a single parent household, there is absolutely nothing wrong with that decision. Having direct information
of the experience will play an essential role in helping you prepare for your adoption. To learn more about our
domestic or international adoption programs, please contact us at or info spence-chapin. You may also want to
set aside time off from work after your child comes home with you. I spent hours reading every post about
their daughter. He or she will learn to value planning, following through, and â€” as he or she grows older â€”
will understand the importance of teamwork and helping out around the home. Lynne Jacobs at Adopt
Domestic does open adoptions with single women in California and Hawaii, where they do home studies. Ask
yourself the question "What mark do I When she was in her late 30s, her two-year relationship ended. They
work cooperatively with agencies that offer single-parent adoption from Russia.


